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Zingers 
FSBO & Expired 

 You don’t deserve that! (With a heavy Downswing) 

 “Bring me a buyer and I’ll pay you 3% “ - ooh I like the way you think - that’s my job!  

 “We’ve already relisted” – when can I schedule my interview?  

 I specialize in homes that didn’t sell the 1st time. 

 That’s exactly why we need to meet. (To anything they say)  

 That is exactly what you can expect from us. 

 That’s why people like you hire us. 

 “You’re all the same.” We do things very differently if you knew we gave you the best chance to 

get you to Orlando would you hire us for the job? 

 Clinging to old agent – Do you feel you gave your previous agent a fair chance to get your home 

sold?  (PAST TENSE)  

 Honestly what is your resistance to listing with a very successful agent?  

 Often the previous agent feels badly and guilty about their failure and secretly feels relieved 

when another successful agent takes over.  

 There are agents that they love buyers and they’ll list a past client or referral but feel badly they 

don’t know how to get it sold. 

 If I showed you a proven plan that exposes your home to 99% of the buying public who are 

prequalified and ready to buy now would it be worth 10 to 15 minutes of your time to meet with 

me?   

 Do you have your calendar handy? How does 6 p.m. tomorrow look or would 7 be better? 

 If they hesitate: When we meet if none of this makes any sense to you after 10 to 15 minutes I’ll 

just shake your hand and be on my way! 

 (Call me back later) I’m sorry I can’t do that I do have some time this afternoon at 5:30. Don’t 

be a pizza delivery person! 


